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Rupin Pass Trek
Rupin Pass trek is for all the adventure seekers it has everything from an adventure to fun, though
trekking in India is well known to everybody and the treks in India are the dreamy destinations
people would love to visit, and when it’s primarily about trekking in Uttarakhand the hub of
trekking.
There is no doubt that Trekking to Rupin Pass that is nestled in Uttarakhand is the beautiful trek
for the trekkers as it has all the adventure in the lap of Himalayas.
The trek offers the ultimate experience of the mountains ranges, forests, grasslands, and the high
elevation adventure; the Rupin Pass trek is the blend of many exotic surroundings and tricky
patches with a thrill in each step.
The splendid vistas of Kinnar Kailash range and Baspa Valley along with the snow capped
mountains of the Himalayan range, and you will be amazed by the vista that will be so
contrasting and will give you the ultimate natural beauty.
Rupin pass Trek is the well-known trek amongst many India’s trekking destinations; it is also the
most adventurous trek in India and Uttarakhand Trekking destinations.
The beauty that it consists is thicker and denser forests of pine that looks so creative, and art itself,
the Silent beauty seems so soothing and the sharp edges at high altitude, the snow-clad peaks all
around seems so mesmerizing.
Rupin Pass Trek altitude is 15,250 Ft., and therefore it's little hard, but at the same time, it is the
most spine-tingling trek.
The flabbergasting view of Rupin River nestled at a higher altitude will give you the fantastic
view, you will not be connected to civilization, and for a break, it would look amazing, Rupin pass
trek package can be a purse from May to September as it is the Rupin pass best time.
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